Liberty Valley Doors–
Since 1980, Liberty Valley Doors has been a leader in custom stile and rail
door production—providing residential and commercial customers with
©

innovative, high-end products. Recognizing his customers’ desire to have
a rustic yet elegant, eco-friendly product, owner Mike Pastryk saw an
opportunity to salvage this antique lumber and create a new line of doors
combining the ﬂawed beauty of old wood with his state-of-the-art
engineering process. Now you can join in their efforts to re-use this precious
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resource and feel proud that the doors you purchase are made from nearly
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100% reclaimed wood.

All doors, door parts and jambs in this brochure are owned by Liberty Valley Doors, Inc. ©2005

Sold by:

Liberty Valley Doors is proud to offer a line of doors reclaimed
from the wood our ancestors used to build our nation.
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Interior jamb with applied stop

RW-3
Available in 20 minute
(shown with optional recessed moulding )

Q

Rabbeted jamb with weather stripping
Available in 20 minute

RW-3-ISA
Available in 20 minute

Q

Segmented arch jamb, non rated

RW-3-SA
(shown with optional recessed moulding )

The

Unique Beauty of

“Rediscovered Wood” Doors

Standard Features–

Technical Specifications–

Most materials used in the manufacturing of each door are from recycled
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Douglas Fir beams, joists and timbers. Reclaimed glue lam beams are sliced
for the core of the stiles and rails for engineered stability, and overlaid

Seasoned lumber—better than new—unlike anything else you can get today.

with rediscovered wood. Each panel plank is glued to a core of at least 30%

Each aged piece of lumber features deep beautiful colors and character that
Q

can only be achieved with time. Every door is different, every door unique.

Standard square sticking

recycled wood product for integrity and to eliminate see-through at the

tined for landﬁlls and recycled it into beautiful interior doors and entryways

this reclaimed wood will interfere with hinge screws or lock face plates in
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normal locations. Doors are sanded, ready for ﬁnishing. Designs include
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1-, 2- or 3-panel layout, with or without inside or outside segment arches.

for your home. In rescuing this antique lumber, we are helping to conserve
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Options include:

the forest and invaluable stands of old growth timber. This creates a wood
door with a history all its own.
Q
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RW-1

RW-1-ISA
Available in 20 minute

Q

splits, knots and other natural characteristics. None of the unique qualities of

Liberty Valley Doors has reclaimed this quality lumber from buildings des-

Available in 20 minute
(shown with optional recessed molding )
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Optional recessed square moulding
Optional square pegs

RW-1-SA
(shown with optional recessed molding )
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Recessed square molding

Q

Jambs & trim

Q

Square pegs where the stiles meet the rails
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Pre-machining
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Pre-ﬁnishing; light or dark glaze (see photos)

Q
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RW-2
Available in 20 minute

Pre-hanging

RW-2-ISA
Available in 20 minute
(shown with optional recessed molding )

Made from nearly 100% reclaimed wood
(panel core is 30% recycled product)
1 3/4” thick, 2 1/4” at 20 minute
(custom thicknesses available)
2º to 3º wide (custom widths available, may
change plank quantity)
68, 7º , 76 and 8º tall (custom heights available)
4 7/8” stiles, top and intermediate rails
(before sizing )
9 3/4” bottom rail (before sizing )
3/4” thick flat panels, 3 planks wide
with irregular hand-eased edges
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Square sticking, knots & splits

Q

Unﬁnished (pre-ﬁnishing available)

RW-2-SA

